
2nd Course, 3rd Class
Monday, April 17

1. Schedule, homework.

2. Add about 5 minutes to each class through end of April.

3. 15-Minute Consultations at next VA Conference. 
Speaking at future ones if you are interested in research.

4. Research and software development. My teaching will 
mostly be youtube videos. New youtube memberships.

5. Fluency with software. Also, 2 default chart wheels.

Astrology software:
1. Enter chart data
2. Select charts derived from the natal: 

      Progressed, returns, vibrational charts, etc.
3. Select information (report) for ANY of these charts.
4. Quickly return back to any chart selected.
5. Other things: animate chart, research, etc.
6. Easily customize anything desired.
7. Do all this in Hellenistic, Medieval, Huber, 

              Vibrational etc. with a huge number of options. 
              This changes program design possibilities.

The task of achieving these 7 goals is largely up to the 
designers of the software and not PC vs Mac. If on mobile, 
has to fit on smaller screen nicely. If online, needs to 
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function like a laptop program.

6. The easy way to interpret!!!! Build the sentence with 
keywords that are always correct. Then try to feel it and 
sometimes an image can come to mind of how all of this 
comes together. Remeber that interpretations are usually 
very specific.

7. The other big key: pick out about 4 or 5 main planetary 
configurations!

8.  Planetary pairs: start with Moon-Uranus ( we did not 
get to this)

12:13:34 From  Tamira  to  Everyone:

the software is very intuitive is there any way to 
import these customizations when you upgrade the 
software

12:28:07 From  Tamira  to  Everyone:

default charts - very nice added tool

12:55:52 From  Tamira  to  Everyone:

yes

12:58:24 From  Tamira  to  Everyone:

memories and symmetry or balance

12:59:19 From  Pam Gallagher  to  Everyone:
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moon, venus, Jupiter, saturn

12:59:20 From  Julie Rader  to  Everyone:

Attracted to things with history

12:59:27 From  Tamira  to  Everyone:

so does the Jupiter have more power because it is the 
pivotal point between mars Neptune and venus moon

12:59:43 From  Ashley Daniel  to  Everyone:

Mars Jupiter trine… with Neptune conjunction

13:03:25 From  Ashley Daniel  to  Everyone:

Passionate about high morals/ideals and how to 
expand these soulfully?

13:40:27 From  Margaret J Kupferle  to  Everyone:

Quickly connects ideas to achieve pattern 
recognition.

13:45:42 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Sorry I am very late

13:45:43 From  William Robinson  to  Everyone:

Is there an updated list of the Vibrations. The First 32 
Harmonics.

13:45:55 From  Fei  to  Everyone:
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19 Vibe is Mercurial

13:46:35 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

No Will but you can purchase the Vibrational 
Astrology, The Essentials book.

13:47:40 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

It covers more Vibrations charts

13:48:58 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Uranus, Mars, Mercury in 19th makes her super 
Mercurial and fast. She can grasp ALL subjects that she 
gets into FASR and EASY

13:49:11 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

FAST

13:49:30 From  William Robinson  to  Everyone:

I have that book but it does not have the Harmonic 
definitions.

13:51:09 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Mars is at Mercury opposite Uranus midpoint. This 
makes MARS to power leading Mercury and Uranus. She 
has a super quick mind

13:52:05 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Will, it has short keywords for the other vibrations. 
The keywords should be enough to come up with the 
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descriptions of each of those other vibrataions.

13:55:15 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Neptune is at Mars opposite Saturn Midpoint on her 
19th, very strong, 20"

13:56:36 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Pam is also very spiritual. And because she is also 
Mercurial, she can be an excellent preacher, and spiritual 
guide.

13:58:35 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

On this 19th Vive, Uranus is at Mars opposite Mars 
Midpoint, super strong 3 minutes

13:59:07 From  Fei  to  Everyone:

Sorry, Uranus is at Mercury opposite Mars 
(correction)
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